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DESY 09-150Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained byUltra-High-Energy Cosmi RaysLua MaioneDESY, Theory Group, Notkestrasse 85, D-22607 Hamburg, GermanyII. Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Hamburg, Luruper Chaussee 149,D-22761 Hamburg, GermanyAndrew M. TaylorMax-Plank-Institut f�ur Kernphysik, Saupferhekweg, 1, D-69117, Heidelberg,GermanyDavid M. MattinglyStefano LiberatiSISSA, Via Beirut, 2-4, I-34014, Trieste, ItalyINFN, Sezione di Trieste, Via Valerio, 2, I-34127, Trieste, ItalyE-mail: lua.maione�desy.de, andrew.taylor�mpi-hd.mpg.de,davidmmattingly�omast.net, liberati�sissa.itAbstrat. We investigate the onsequenes of higher dimension Lorentz violating,CPT even kineti operators that ouple standard model �elds to a non-zero vetor �eldin an E�etive Field Theory framework. Comparing the ultra-high energy osmi rayspetrum reonstruted in the presene of suh terms with data from the Pierre Augerobservatory allows us to establish two sided bounds on the oeÆients of the massdimension �ve and six operators for the proton and pion. Our bounds imply that forboth protons and pions, the energy sale of Lorentz symmetry breaking must be wellabove the Plank sale. In partiular, the dimension �ve operators are onstrainedat the level of 10�3M�1Plank. The magnitude of the dimension six proton oeÆientis bounded at the level of 10�6M�2Plank exept in a narrow range where the pionand proton oeÆients are both negative and nearly equal. In this small area, themagnitude of the dimension six proton oeÆient must only be below 10�3M�2Plank.Constraints on the dimension six pion oeÆient are found to be muh weaker, butstill below M�2Plank.
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Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 21. IntrodutionOver the last deade there has been onsistent theoretial interest in possible highenergy violations of loal Lorentz Invariane (LI) as well as a ourishing of observationaltests. The theoretial interest is driven primarily by hints from Quantum Gravity (QG)ideas that loal Lorentz invariane may not be an exat symmetry of the vauum.The possibility of outright Lorentz symmetry violation (LV) or a di�erent realizationof the symmetry than in speial relativity has arisen in string theory [1, 2, 3℄, LoopQG [4, 5, 6℄, non-ommutative geometry [7, 8, 9, 10℄, spae-time foam [11℄, some brane-world bakgrounds [12℄ and ondensed matter analogues of \emergent gravity" [13℄.Lorentz symmetry breaking is ertainly not a neessary feature of QG, butany Plank-sale indued LV e�ets ould provide an observational window into QGphenomena. Moreover, the absene of LV phenomena provides by itself onstraintson viable QG theories and more �rmly establishes the validity of speial relativity.Unfortunately, it is diÆult to diretly onnet a theory of QG at the Plank salewith low energy, testable physis. To see the diÆulty from the traditional standpoint,onsider gravity as just an e�etive �eld theory (EFT) [14℄ and simply quantize the spin-2 graviton oupled to the standard model. (This approah is in ontrast with large extradimensions whih may have a muh lower QG sale [15℄.) In the EFT approah theremust be new quantum gravitational e�ets to preserve unitarity [16℄, however the saleof the breakdown of the theory ours when the enter of mass energy in a satteringproess nears the Plank sale MPl = 1:22� 1019 GeV. This is 15 orders of magnitudehigher than what we an diretly probe at the LHC with its enter of mass beam energyof roughly 10 TeV. Therefore diretly or indiretly probing QG with a sattering orother experiment seems out of reah, unless one is in a large extra dimensions senario.Note however that this sattering argument relies on the Lorentz symmetry of the lowenergy e�etive �eld theory (EFT) - the meaningful Lorentz invariant physial quantitythat ontrols the sensitivity to physis at MPl is the enter of mass energy. Quantitiesthat are not LI, suh as the energy of a single partile, are irrelevant when asking howQG a�ets our LI observables, in this ase the sattering amplitudes.On the other hand, if we are spei�ally testing LI, the situation hanges. Here,new quantities must be introdued to desribe the physially meaningful LV physis.In partiular, not only LI quantities suh as partile mass or enter of mass energyare onsidered in de�ning an observable, but also perhaps LV quantities suh as theenergy of a partile in some frame, a osmologial propagation distane, et. Thesequantities an be enormous, o�setting the tiny Plank sale in a physial observable,thereby magnifying very small orretions (see e.g. [17, 18, 19℄). These LV quantitiesprovide leverage and have been referred to as \windows on QG".Plaing these windows in a well de�ned framework is vital. The standard approahis to onstrut a Lagrangian ontaining the standard model operators and all LVoperators of interestz. All renormalizable LV operators that an be added to thez There are other approahes to either violate or modify Lorentz invariane, that do not yield a low



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 3standard model are known as the (minimal) Standard Model Extension (mSME) [21℄.These operators all have mass dimension three or four and an be further lassi�ed bytheir behavior under CPT. The CPT odd dimension �ve kineti terms for QED werewritten down in [22℄ while the full set of dimension �ve operators were analyzed in [23℄.The dimension �ve and six CPT even kineti terms for QED for partiles oupled to anon-zero bakground vetor, whih we are primarily interested in here, were partiallyanalyzed in [24℄. It is notable that SUSY forbids renormalizable operators for matteroupled to non-zero vetors [25℄ but permits ertain nonrenormalizable operators atmass dimension �ve and six.Many of the operators in these various EFT parameterizations of LV have been verytightly onstrained via diret observations (see [17℄ for a review). The exeptions arethe dimension �ve and six CPT even operators, where the LV modi�ations to the freepartile equations of motion are suppressed by small ratios suh as m=MPl or E2=M2Pl,where m and E are the partile mass and energy, respetively. All operators an betightly, albeit indiretly, onstrained by EFT arguments [26℄ as higher dimension LVoperators indue large renormalizable ones if we assume no other relevant physis entersbetween the TeV andMPl energies. This is a very powerful argument and should not bearbitrarily disounted. However, sine it is generially expeted that new physis mayome into play above the TeV sale, this assumption may fail, hene the hierarhy ofterms an hange. Therefore, it would be nie, if possible, to onstrain the dimension�ve and six LV CPT even kineti terms diretly via observation. This is the purpose ofthe present work.How might one do this? As mentioned, the LV orretions for these operators aresuppressed by m=MPl or E2=M2Pl relative to the LI operators. Hene one would need avery high energy partile or very sensitive experiment to minimize this suppression. Thehighest energy partiles presently observed are ultra high energy osmi rays (UHECRs).The onstrution and suessful operation of the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO)has brought UHECRs to the interest of a wide ommunity of sientists. Indeed, thisinstrument will allow, in the near future, to assess several problems of UHECR physisand also to test fundamental physis with unpreedented preision [27, 28, 29℄. As weshall show, it also urrently provides an extremely aurate test of Lorentz symmetryfollowing the introdution of these unonstrained operators.In the past, there have been attempts to use UHECRs as a tool to test senarios ofQG. In partiular, the onsequenes of some realizations of Loop QG were onsideredin [6℄, while a pure phenomenologial and simpli�ed approah was taken by [30, 31, 32℄.Reent studies analyze one of the CPT even dimension four operators (that yielda limiting speed di�erene between protons and pions) in terms of the UHECRspetrum [33, 34℄. In this work we study the onsequenes of LV indued by the inlusionof CPT even dimension �ve and six terms in the QED Lagrangian on the UHECRspetrum with energies E > 1019 eV. By omparing the theoretial reonstrutedenergy EFT (see [20℄ and ref.s therein). However, these models do not easily lend themselves to UHECRonstraints as the dynamis of partiles is less well understood and hene we do not onsider them here.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 4spetrum with the PAO observed spetrum we derive onstraints on the pion and protondimension six LV oeÆients.This paper is strutured as follows. In setion 2 we outline the LV theoretialframework we adopt and the assumptions we make in this study. In setion 3 we desribethe present observational and theoretial status of Cosmi Ray physis. Furthermore,we desribe in setion 4 the e�ets of LV on the main proesses involved in thepropagation of UHECRs, while in setion 5 we show the UHECR spetra resulting fromour MonteCarlo simulations. Setion 6 is devoted to the presentation of the onstraintswe obtain on the onsidered LV parameters. Finally, we draw our onlusions.2. Theoretial frameworkIn order to study the phenomenologial onsequenes of LV indued by QG, the existeneof a dynamial framework in whih to ompute reations and reation rates is essential.We assume that the low energy e�ets of LV indued by QG an be parameterized interms of a loal EFTx. Furthermore, we assume that only boost invariane is broken,while rotations are preserved (see [17℄ for further omments on rotation breaking in thisontext). Therefore we introdue LV by oupling standard model �elds to a non-zerovetor.We fous on the CPT even mass dimension �ve and six operators involving a vetor�eld u� (whih we assume to desribe the preferred referene frame in whih the CMB isseen as isotropi), fermions (whose mass we label m) and photons, that are quadrati inmatter �elds and hene modify the free �eld equations. The Lagrangian for a partiularspeies of Dira fermion is then the usual Dira term plus h� 1MPl (u �D)2(�(5)L PL + �(5)R PR) (1)� iM2Pl (u �D)3(u � )(�(6)L PL + �(6)R PR)� iM2Pl (u �D)�(u � )(~�(6)L PL + ~�(6)R PR)i where ua is a timelike unit vetor desribing the preferred frame, PR and PL are theusual right and left projetion operators, PR;L = (1�5)=2, and D is the gauge ovariantderivative. The � oeÆients are dimensionless. The additional photon operator is� 12M2Pl�(6) F ��u�u�(u � �)2F�� : (2)For fermions, at E � m the heliity eigenstates are almost hiral, with mixing due tothe partile mass and the dimension �ve operators. Sine we will be interested in highenergy states, we re-label the � oeÆients by heliity, i.e. �(d)+ = �(d)R ; �(d)� = �(d)L .The resulting high energy dispersion relation for positive and negative heliity partilesan easily be seen from (1) to involve only the appropriate �(d)+ or �(d)� terms. Forx In e�et we assume that QG e�ets deouple and that at low energies they are a perturbation to thestandard model + general relativity.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 5ompatness, we denote the heliity based dispersion by �(d)� . Therefore at high energieswe have the dispersion relation (see also [35℄)E2 = p2 +m2 + f (4)� p2 + f (6)� p4M2Pl (3)where f (4)� = mMPl (�(5)� + �(5)+ ) and f (6)� = 2�(6)� + �(5)� �(5)+ . We have dropped the ~�(6)R;Lterms as the � operator present in these terms makes the orretion to the equationsof motion proportional to m2 and hene tiny.In Lorentz gauge the photon dispersion relation is!2 = k2 + �(6) k4M2Pl : (4)Before we ontinue, we make a simplifying assumption - that parity is a symmetry inour framework. In partiular, this implies that our heliity oeÆients are equal. Thereis no underlying motivation from QG as to why parity should be approximately valid ifLI is broken, however it is reasonable to assume this for the �rst attempt at onstraints.The parity violating ase, whih involves heliity deay reations in addition to the onesonsidered here, we leave for future work.The dimension �ve fermion operators indue two orretions, one proportional toE4 and one orresponding to a hange in the limiting speed of the fermion away from. Constraints on a di�erent limiting speed for pions and protons in the ontext ofUHECR have been derived in [33℄, Æ�p = f (4)� � f (4)p < 10�23 if Æ�p > 0. Complementingthis onstraint, if Æ�p < 0 then the neessary absene of a vauum �Cerenkov (VC) e�etfor high energy protons [36℄ (see setion 4.2 for a more detailed disussion of the VCe�et) limits Æ�p > �10�22. In our parameterization with the parity assumption, the�(5) oeÆients are therefore immediately onstrained at the 10�3 level. Hene we willdrop them for the rest of this paper and onentrate on the dimension six terms.Sine parity is onserved, f (6) � f (6)+ = f (6)� . We de�ne �p = f (6)p and �� = f (6)� , anddrop the supersript from �(6). Hene, the dispersion relations we assume in this workfor protons, pions, and photons respetively, areE2p = p2 +m2p + �p p4M2PlE2� = p2 +m2� + �� p4M2Pl (5)!2 = k2 + � k4M2Pl :Although there are indiations that these operators may be strongly onstrained[27, 28, 24℄, nothing onlusive has been laimed yet, as high energy partiles areneeded to probe the e�ets of these operators. A fairly aurate general estimate ofthe energy range in whih LV orretions in equations (5) are relevant is obtainedby omparing the largest mass of the partiles entering in the LV reation withthe magnitude of the LV orretion in these equations [36℄. In our ase, assuming�p; �� � 1, the typial energy at whih LV ontributions start to be relevant is of order



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 6Eth � pmpMPl ' 3 � 1018 eV, a fairly reahable energy for UHECR experiments.Note that if one onsiders neutrinos, then the typial energy (assuming, as a worst asesenario, m� ' 1 eV) is Eth � 100 TeV, well within reah of neutrino telesopes suhas ICECUBE or Km3NeT. However, we will neglet them here, as even the on�rmeddetetion of high energy astrophysial neutrinos has not yet been ahieved [37℄. Hene,at present, only observations in the �eld of UHECR physis, with energy of orderE & 1019 eV, an provide signi�ant information on suh type of LV.UHECR's are, in general, assumed to be omposite objets, being either protons ornulei. In our EFT approah, the fermioni operators apply to the quark onstituents,there are other LV operators for gluons, and the proton LV is a ombination of allthe LV for the onstituents. This is the approah taken in [38℄, where a parton modelis assumed for protons and the net proton LV is determined by the LV terms for thepartons along with the parton fration at UHECR energies. If we really want to establishonstraints on the bare parameters in the ation, we would need to do the same typeof analysis. Our goal is not so ambitious - we will treat protons, photons, and pionsas individual partiles with their own independent dispersion relations and onstrainthe �p; ��; � oeÆients. This approah is phenomenologially valid sine we are usingenergy-momentum onservation and the initial and �nal state partiles are separatedomposite fermions with well-de�ned energy, momenta, and dispersion relations. Theseomposite dispersion relations are therefore what must appear in the energy-momentumonserving Æ-funtions in the sattering amplitude.It is possible, of ourse, that one ould have LV for quarks and none for hadronsif LV was possible only for partiles with olor harge. In this ase our results wouldbe very misleading. However, sine we assume that LV omes from QG and not amodi�ation of QCD we do not give this possibility muh redene and so will ignoreit. Hene, underlying our treatment is the assumption that CPT even dimension sixoperators for the fundamental partons generate net CPT even dimension six operatorsfor the omposite partiles of the same order. Results derived by treating every partileas independent in this way are weaker than what one might get using a parton approah,where many di�erent partiles are made of only a few onstituents.Now that we have our theoretial bakground, we turn to the UHECR spetrum.3. Cosmi Ray spetrumThe Cosmi Ray spetrum spans more than ten deades in energy (from < 100 MeV to> 1020 eV) with a power-law shape of impressive regularitydNdE / E�p : (6)The spetral slope p has been measured as p ' 2:7 for 1 GeV . E . 1015:5 eV, followedby a softening (the \knee") to p ' 3:0 for 1015:5 eV . E . 1017:5 eV, a further steepeningto p ' 3:2 (the \seond knee") up to E ' 1018:5 eV and a subsequent hardening (the\ankle") to again p ' 2:7 at E & 1018:5 eV [39, 40℄.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 7One of the most puzzling problems in CR physis onerns their origin. Beingharged partiles, their paths are deeted in both Galati and extragalati magneti�elds during propagation, erasing the information about their soure diretion, resultingin their observed arrival diretions being almost isotropially distributed. Only CRs withsuÆient energy, E & 1020 eV, are apable of remaining predominantly undeeted bynG extragalati magneti �elds [41℄, leading to the expetation of some anisotropy, aswas found experimentally [42℄. In fat, the expeted angle Æ of deetion due to, e.g.,galati magneti �elds (GMFs), is (we assume 1 kp as the typial oherene length ofthe GMFs and a mean �eld strength of 3 �G) [42℄Æ = 2:7ÆZ �60 EeVE �� x1 kp�� B3 �G� (7)dereasing as the proton energy E inreases due to the redued fration of the proton'senergy in the �eld.A seond CR puzzle regards the \ross-over" energy at whih the soures ofthe osmi rays deteted at Earth hange from being predominantly Galati toextragalati. Interestingly, lower limit onstraints have been plaed on this transitionenergy using the ultra-high energy neutrino ux observation limits set by AMANDAobservations [43, 44℄, with too low a transition energy requiring too large an energybudget for extragalati soures, resulting in the possibility of the expeted ultra-high energy neutrino uxes being in onit with the observational limits (underertain assumptions about the soure aeleration eÆieny, evolution with redshift,and UHECR spetral index). However, the energy of the transition to a dominane ofextragalati osmi ray soures ontinues to remain unlear. It is natural to expet aattening of the energy spetrum at the transition energy, with the harder subdominantextragalati omponent taking over from the softer Galati omponent. In this respet,assoiating the \ankle" feature with the ross-over energy ertainly provides a oherentpiture for the transition. At this energy the (proton) Larmor radius in the Galaxy's �G�eld begins to exeed the thikness of the Milky Way disk and one expets the Galatiomponent of the spetrum to die out. Subsequently, the end-point of the Galati uxought to be dominated by heavy nulei, as these have a smaller Larmor radius for agiven energy, and some data is indeed onsistent with a transition from heavy nulei toa lighter omposition at the ankle [45, 46, 47℄.A third puzzle regarding CRs is at what energy the end-point to the CR spetrumours. A suppression to the spetrum is naturally expeted theoretially due to theinterations of UHECR protons with the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB). Thisinteration leads to the prodution of harged and neutral pions, eventually dumpingthe energy of the UHECR protons into neutrinos and -rays. At the present epoh,signi�ant photo-pion prodution in a LI theory ours only if the energy of theinterating proton is above 1019:6 eV, with a rapid derease in their mean-free-pathabove this energy. Hene, it has long been thought to be responsible for a ut-o� in theUHECR spetrum, the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) ut-o� [48℄. Moreover, trans-GZK partiles arriving at Earth must be aelerated within the so alled GZK sphere,
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π productionFigure 1. Comparison of the typial time sales for the proesses relevant for UHECRproton propagation. Only interation with CMB photons have been onsidered here.whose radius is expeted to be of the order of 100 Mp at � 1020 eV and to shrinkdown at larger energies. A simple analyti desription of the GZK sphere an be given(see Appendix A),lhoriz: = l0[e�x(1� e�x)℄ ; (8)with l0 = 5Mp and x � 3:4�1020 eV=Ep. Experimentally, the presene of a suppressionof the UHECR spetrum has been on�rmed only reently with the observations by theHiRes detetor [49℄ and the PAO [50℄. Although the ut-o� ould be also due to the�nite aeleration power of the UHECR soures, the fat that it ours at roughly theexpeted energy favors a GZK explanation. The orrelation results shown in [42℄ furtherstrengthen this hypothesis. It is this last puzzle where possible LV e�ets ome into play.4. UHECR Proton Interations and LVAs they propagate from their soure to Earth, UHECRs lose their energy in several ways.Besides adiabati losses due to the expansion of the Universe, whose LV modi�ationswill be negleted in the following, the most relevant energy loss mehanisms for protonsare pair prodution through interations with the CMB (dominant in the present epohfor Ep < 1019:6 eV) and photo-pion prodution through interations with the CMB(dominant in the present epoh for Ep > 1019:6 eV). The typial loss time-sales forthese proesses are shown in Fig. 1.The e�et of LV on UHECR propagation is twofold: it modi�es standard reationsand allows new, normally forbidden reations. In partiular, in the following subsetionwe will onsider� p+  ! p+ �0 (n+ �+), whih is modi�ed by LV.� p ! p +  and p ! p + �, whih orrespond respetively to photon and pionemission in vauum and would be forbidden if LI were exat.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 9Before moving to a detailed desription of these proesses in a LV framework, itis worth disussing the role played by the possible presene of nulei in UHECRs, assupported by inreasing experimental evidene [47℄. Let us onsider here how our protonLV terms also a�et UHECR nulei propagation. At Earth, a given osmi ray heavynulei has a ertain total momentum pN . Assuming the total momentum is equallydistributed amongst the onstituent nuleons, eah nuleon possesses a momentumpN=A, where A is the mass number of the nuleus. A iron nulei (A = 56) at 1020eV then has nuleons with momenta only at 2 � 1018 eV. This is muh lower than theindividual protons we are onsidering at momenta > 1019 eV, and sine our LV salesheavily with momenta the propagation of heavy nulei is largely una�eted by LV. Weassume therefore the interations of heavy nulei may be treated as if LI was still exat.Sine nulei propagation remains una�eted by the LV terms disussed in thispaper, the results from previous work on nulei propagation suh as [41, 51, 52℄ remainappliable here. The general onlusion from this work is that a variety of soureompositions, from protons to iron nulei, an be onsistently assumed to be the soleinjetion omposition at eah CR soure, without being in onit with either the CRspetrum or elongation rate data.However, in order to get lear onstraints and in agreement with the evidene onthe anisotropi distribution for UHECR reently reported by AUGER [42℄, we shallassume here a purely protoni ux at the energies of our interests.4.1. Modi�ed GZKIn a LI theory, photo-pion prodution p+  ! p+ �0(n+�+) is the highest energy-lossproess that ours during the propagation of UHECR protons. It is therefore ruial toarefully investigate how LV a�ets its harateristis. The most important quantitiesneeded to ompute the UHECR spetrum are the mean-free-path � of protons and thefration of initial proton momentum transferred to the outgoing pion, the so alledinelastiity y.4.1.1. LV mean-free-path We want to alulate the mean-free-path � for a protonundergoing GZK interations with the CMB. We assume here that LV does not stronglya�et the dynamis of the photo-pion prodution, hene that the LV ross setion isroughly equal to the LI one, apart from small orretions that we neglet. We disussbelow the potential e�ets of LV on the ross-setion. Assuming the LV dispersionrelations outlined in Eq. (5), with � = 0, the mean-free-path � an be alulated as��1 = Z 1�min d� Z 1�1 d os �2 n(�)�(s) (1� vp os �) (9)where � is the energy of the inoming photon, n(�) is the number density of the targetphotons (whih are isotropially distributed in spae), the photon threshold energy �mindepends in general on Ep, �p and ��, �(s) is the total ross-setion, dependent on the\square enter of mass energy" s = (pp + p)2, vp is the veloity of the proton with



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 10energy Ep and � is the angle between the diretion of the inoming photon and that ofthe inoming proton.Aording to our de�nition, we an writes � (pp + p)2 ' m2p + 2p�(1� os(�)) + �p p4M2Pl (10)negleting terms of order �=p� 1. For UHECR, even with LV, vp is extremely lose toone for any reasonable value of �p and therefore we set it exatly equal to one. Hene,we an re-express (9) as��1 = 18p2 Z 1�min d� n(�)�2 Z smaxsmin ds (s� smin) �(s) (11)where smin = m2p + �pE4p=M2Pl and smax(�) = smin + 4Ep� [53℄.The threshold values �min(Ep; �p; ��) orrespond to the solution of the energy-momentum onservation equation in the threshold on�guration [54℄4p�y(1� y)�m2py2 �m2�(1� y) + p4M2Ply(1� y) ��p(1� (1� y)3)� ��y3� = 0 ; (12)where y = p�=p is the inelastiity. In order to ompute the LV threshold energy, wesolve numerially Eq. (12).4.1.2. Comments on phase spae e�ets In the omputation above we negleted diretontributions to the total ross-setion oming from LV. The total ross-setion isalulated as �(s) = Z xmaxxmin dxd�dx (13)where x = os � and � is the angle between the inoming and the outgoing proton. Thisquantity is related to the LI Mandelstam variable t = (pp;in � pp;out)2 = (p� � p)2.In order to evaluate LV orretions to the total ross-setion we have to onsiderdi�erent possible ontributions from both kinematis and dynamis. While we do notexpet dynamial ontributions (i.e. from jMj2) to be relevant, beause, by analogywith �ndings in LV QED [56℄, they are Plank-suppressed with respet to ordinary ones,orretions to the kinematis ould in priniple play an important rôle. However, in theLI ase the di�erential ross-setion is known to be strongly peaked at os � ' 1, i.e. inthe forward diretion, with an exponential suppression of high-transverse momentumprodution [53℄, whih is usually modeled, for small values of jtj, asd�dt = �0ebt ; (14)where b ' 12 GeV�2 as determined experimentally (notie that t < 0 by onstrutionk).k The areful reader might be worried by the fat that this is no longer ensured in LV physis, heneone ould have t � 0 at some energy for some ombination of the LV parameters. However, we notiethat the ondition t = 0 sets the onset of the proess of �Cerenkov emission in vauum (whih we disussin setion 4.2). Sine for eah ombination of LV parameters we onsider the GZK reation only atenergies below the VC threshold, the ondition t < 0 is guaranteed.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 11We expet then that only LV orretions a�eting the behavior of os � nearos � ' 1 are important for our estimate of the total ross setion �, being otherorretions exponentially suppressed. In order to estimate how os � is a�eted byLV physis, we numerially ompare the expetation values of os � in both LI andLV ases for various on�gurations of the interating partiles. We �nd that LVontributions are indeed relevant in the region os � ' 1. However, we notie thatnegleting LV e�ets in the ross-setion is a onservative approah. In fat, it ispossible to show that the way LV a�ets the ross-setion is suh that it enhanesdistortions from the LI GZK proess. Indeed, when the threshold energy is lowered(hene, protons are able to interat with more photons) the ross-setion is inreased(hene, the probability of interation is enhaned as well), while when the thresholdenergy is inreased the ross-setion is lowered. Therefore, negleting LV e�ets in theross-setion amounts to underestimating LV e�ets in UHECR proton propagation,thereby implying onservative limits.4.1.3. LV inelastiity The other important quantity entering in the omputation of theUHECR spetrum is the proton attenuation length for photo-pion prodution onto theradiation bakground. The attenuation length expresses the mean distane over whiha proton must travel to redue its energy to 1=e of its initial one and is usually de�nedas [55℄ 1Ep dEpdx = 18p2p Z 1�min(Ep;�p;��) d� n(�)�2 Z smax(�)smin ds (s� smin) y(s) �(s) ; (15)where y(s) = 12 �1� m2p �m2�s � (16)is the inelastiity of the proess as omputed in the LI ase for the single pion emissionproess. At threshold, sth = (mp +m�)2, giving, y(sth) � 0:13. At energies well abovethreshold, the multipliity of the photo-pion prodution proess grows and the aboveequation for the inelastiity no longer holds.The omputation of y(s) is an issue, sine we need to ompute the energy-momentum onservation also in o�-threshold on�gurations. However, sine LVorretions to y(s) are relevant only near threshold (in the LV ase y(s) ! 1=2 as sinreases as well) we assume that Eq. (16) is valid for s & sth.The problem is then redued to what to assume for y(s) around sth, where the LVorretions are in priniple important. As for the total ross-setion, we assume thatthe analyti expression (16) is not modi�ed provided s is omputed taking into aountLV. In order to hek our assumption, we notie that we are able to ompute easily theexpeted value �y of y at threshold, beause the solution for p of the energy-momentumonservation (12), together with the requirement that p is minimum, provides us withthe pair (pth; �y), or equivalently (sth; �y). We �nd that, as long as sth & m2p, this proedureis valid, as the values y(sth) obtained by extrapolating Eq. (16) down to sth are well in



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 12agreement, within 10�3, with �y. If instead sth . m2p, then the numerially evaluatedinelastiity may di�er signi�antly from the extrapolated one. However, in this ase theinelastiity is dramatially redued (or dramatially inreased, to y � 1, when s < 0),ompared to the LI one, reahing values of y < 0:005. When this happens, protons donot lose their energy e�etively (or they do lose most of it in just one interation) duringpropagation, whih leads to lear inonsistenies with experimental observations, as willbe shown below.4.2. Vauum �Cerenkov emissionLV allows two more proesses ompeting with the photo-pion-prodution to be ative:photon and pion VC emission. In fat, due to LV a proton an spontaneously emitphotons (or neutral pions) without violating energy-momentum onservation.It has been shown in other ontexts (LV QED [36, 56℄) that the reation rate forsuh proesses is of the order of a nanoseond, ating then as a sharp e�etive ut-o�on the partile spetrum. We follow the same analysis as in [56℄, for pion as well asphoton emission, but onsidering our operators. For the ase of pion emission we use theYukawa nuleon-pion matrix element. A straightforward alulation shows that the VCrates for both photons and pions beome extremely fast very quikly above threshold.Hene omputing the threshold energies of both proesses and utting o� the spetrumat those energies is suÆient for our aims, the typial VC time sales being many ordersof magnitude shorter than the time sales of the other proesses involved in UHECRpropagation. We implement the ut-o� by setting the attenuation length for partilesabove VC threshold to the value � 1 ns ' 30 m.Let us �rst disuss VC with emitted photons, as it will be the simpler ase. Thethreshold energy depends, in general, on both �p and �. Our goal, however is to onstrain�p and ��, not �. Hene we need a simpli�ation suh that � beomes irrelevant, whihwill allow us to plae a onstraint only on �p. We an ahieve suh a simpli�ation byonsidering only low energy photon emission. Sine the dispersion orretion sales ask4, LV is irrelevant for low energy photons unless � is unnaturally large. Hene we anignore � for soft photon emission. The photon VC e�et then beomes very similar tothe ordinary �Cerenkov e�et, where there is �Cerenkov emission when the group veloityof a partile exeeds the low energy speed of light. This happens at some UHECRmomenta provided �p > 0.One might be onerned that onsidering only low energy photon emission, whihis a small part of the outgoing phase spae, would give a rate that is too low to giveour sharp ut-o�. This an be shown expliitly to not be the ase. For example, ifwe assume �p of O(1) and � < 108, whih is unnaturally large, then we an neglet� for photon energies up to one-hundredth the initial proton energy. This provideseasily enough phase spae to yield a high rate diretly above threshold, justifying theut-o� implementation mentioned above. We therefore impose a ut-o� to the UHECR



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 13spetrum in the �p > 0 half-plane at momentumpV C = �m2pM2Pl3�p �1=4 �p > 0 : (17)On the other hand, we treat pion VC di�erently. We want to limit both �p and��, hene we will onsider both hard and soft pion emission. This means that we usethe whole outgoing phase spae. However, we lose the ability to analytially solvethe threshold equations. Instead, the pion VC threshold energy has to be omputednumerially as p�V C(MPlmp)1=2 = miny2(0;1)� 1=(1� y) +m2�=(m2py2)�p(y2 � 3y + 3)� ��y2(2y + 1)�1=4 ; (18)where, as usual, y is the fration of initial momentum going to the pion. Note thatwhere this equation has no real solution, pion VC does not our.5. Results5.1. Monte Carlo simulation to obtain GZK featureDuring UHE proton propagation, the dominant energy-loss proess leading toattenuation at the highest energies ours via photo-pion prodution, p ! p+�0=n+�+(note the pion multipliity is 1 for interations lose to threshold), as shown in Fig. 1.This proess has a typial inelastiity of the order of 20% (see Eq. 16), meaning that eahtime it interats, a proton loses roughly 1=5 of its total energy. Moreover, the attenuationlength of a UHECR proton is roughly a few Mp, as highlighted by Eq. (A.3) and seenin Fig. A1. UHECRs then undergo between 1 and 10 photo-pion prodution interationsduring their journey from soure to Earth, but not substantially more. Therefore, itis not justi�ed to think of this energy-loss proess as if it was happening ontinuously.Rather, a MonteCarlo approah should be adopted, to take into aount the stohastinature of the GZK proess.In order to understand the main e�ets of LV on the UHECR spetrum we presentthe results of pure proton omposition of UHECRs under the assumption of a ontinuousdistribution of soures, distributed asdNdV = 0 0 < z < zmin (19)/ (1 + z)3 zmin < z < 1:0where dN=dV desribes the number of soures in a omoving volume element and zis the redshift at whih the soure density is being onsidered. The free parameterzmin is varied to investigate the e�ets of the losest soure, whih might be non-trivial.Indeed, if LI were exat, UHECR protons in the ut-o� region would only travel distanes< 100 Mp, hene only loal (z � 1) soures an atually ontribute to the arrivingux at these energies. Therefore, LI spetrum reonstrution is mildly a�eted by theatual value of zmin as we shall see later. However, if LI is violated this onlusion ould
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Figure 2. A range of UHECR proton spetra for di�erent values of (�p; ��). Aninjetion spetrum of � = 2:0 and E = 1021 eV have been used in these alulations.be hanged, as protons may travel substantially longer distanes without losing energy.Along with this, the spetrum of CRs injeted by eah soure was assumed to be of theform, dNpdEp / E�� E < E (20)/ 0 E > EThroughout this paper, E = 1021 eV and � = 2 will be used unless statedotherwise. In what follows we investigate both the e�et on the arriving CR uxintrodued by our LV terms as well as the e�et of introduing a mimimum distaneto the �rst soure. Suh a minimum distane onsideration is introdued to enable thereader to di�erentiate the e�et this has on the GZK feature from the e�ets introduedby the LV terms.5.2. LV e�ets on the ut-o� featureBy employing a Monte Carlo desription for the propagation of UHECR protons,inluding the e�ets introdued through the onsideration of the LV terms disussed,we obtain the expeted uxes arriving at Earth following the injetion of protons withspetra of the form shown in Eq. (20) at their soures, whose spatial distribution isgiven in Eq. (19), with zmin = 0.In Fig. 2 we show the almost omplete range of results obtainable from MonteCarlo simulations for the propagation of UHECR protons inluding our LV e�ets, fordi�erent LV parameters �p and ��. The LV term e�ets vary from a simple ompleteGZK-like ut-o� (with or without reovery as in the ase of a GZK-suppression) of theproton ux, to a early (or delayed) onset of the ut-o� to higher energies followed by astronger ut-o� when it ours.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 15We now desribe the main features in more detail. Firstly, the e�et of VC emissionis learly evident, as seen in the green dotted urve. The VC emission ats as a sharput o� on the UHECR spetrum. Note that sine this ut-o� is at the soure there is notonly the e�et of the hard uto� in the spetrum at E = EVCth , but also a suppressionof the UHECR ux at lower energies due to the absene of the higher energy soureprotons that would have wound up with E < EVCth eV at Earth due to GZK losses.Seondly, for the ase of �p = 10�8 and �� � 4 � 10�2, orresponding to thered dashed urve, the GZK ut-o� feature is seen to be delayed ompared to the LIase, turning on very quikly at around 1020:3 eV. Interestingly, this is a general e�etseen in all ases for \large" �� > 0 (ompared to �p). In all suh ases, the ut-o�feature exhibited is both initially (� 1019:6 eV) delayed and very hard after turning on.Note that to understand this seond e�et of delay plus strong ut o� onsidering onlythe e�ets of VC emission is not suÆient, sine VC depends only on �p in the �rstquadrant, whereas we see that hanges in �� a�et the UHECR spetrum. The delayis easily understood, though, as positive �� inreases the e�etive mass of the pion,thereby delaying the GZK uto�. The uto� is sharper sine, for any given bakgroundphoton energy, one the reation ours the phase spae opens up more rapidly than inthe LI ase due to the saling of the LV dispersion orretions with energy.The blak solid urve shows another important e�et. In this ase, �p < 0, while�� > 0. While for the hosen ombination of parameters the GZK feature turns on atnearly the LI energy (ompare the blak and the magenta urve), the spetrum exhibitsa strong enhanement of the ux above 1020 eV. The reason is that if �� > 0 then thee�etive pion mass is inreased at high energy, hene the GZK proess an be e�etivelyinhibited. We have thus that high energy (> 1020 eV in the ase of Fig. 2) protons areno longer absorbed by the photon radiation �elds. A similar feature of ux reovery hasbeen found also in [33℄.5.3. E�ets of distane to the losest soure on the ut-o� featureIn order to distinguish the e�ets that LV terms may introdue to the GZK ut-o�feature, we here onsider the e�ets on this ut-o� feature introdued by non-zerovalues of zmin on a LI spetrum model. In Fig. 3 we show the results for the spetraobtained using di�erent zmin. By inreasing the distane between the �rst UHECRsoure and Earth, the high energy GZK feature is seen to beome muh steeper as hasbeen demonstrated previously in [57℄. With the e�ets introdued by the existene ofa non-zero zmin in mind, the di�erenes this introdues into the shape of the ut-o�feature ompared to that introdued by LV terms are demonstrated to be quite distint,with LV terms typially leading to a harder ut-o� in the energy spetrum than usuallyexpeted from LI alulations.
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Figure 3. Comparison of spetra of UHECRs (pure protons) obtained with di�erentvalues of zmin. An injetion spetrum of �=2.0 and E=1021 eV have been used inthese alulations.6. Constraints from UHECR observationsUHECR observations indeed provide strong onstraints on the available LV parameterspae.We onsider �rst of all the fat that protons with energy & 1020 eV have beenobserved. A straightforward onstraint is then implied by the fat that these protons donot lose a signi�ant amount of their energy through VC emission during propagation.In order to be able to reprodue the highest energy point of AUGER data (whose energyis about 1020:25 eV), we are fored to demandEVCth > 1020:25 eV : (21)Photon VC emission does not depend on the pion LV oeÆient, but it may happenonly if �p > 0, aording to Eq. (17), hene it plaes a limit only on �p > 0. On the otherhand, for some ombinations of (�p; ��) pion VC emission may beome the dominantenergy loss hannel for UHECR protons. The portion of parameter spae allowed byEq. 21 is the red region in Fig. 4. However, this onstraint is not as robust as it wouldseem at �rst sight, as the measured ux at this energy is ompatible with 0 at 2�Con�dene Level (CL). From this point of view, it is safer to plae a VC onstraint at aslightly lower energy than the maximum one. We deide then to onsider as our refereneenergy 1019:95 eV, whih orresponds to the highest energy AUGER observation whihis not ompatible with 0 at 3�. The onstraint obtained in this way is shown as theblue region in Fig. 4.Further tightening of this region might be ahieved by onsidering modi�ations ofthe GZK reation. We will neglet in the following the region (�p > 0; �� < 0), whih isstrongly onstrained by VC, and we run MonteCarlo simulations in the region10�8 < j�pj < 10�3
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Figure 4. This plot shows the (�p,��) parameter spae allowed by di�erent UHECRobservations. The red and blue shaded regions orrespond to the portion of parameterspae for whih the energy threshold for VC emission is higher than, respetively,1020:25 eV and 1019:95 eV, so that it does not onit with PAO observations. Thegreen irles and blak rosses represent points in the parameter spae for whih LVe�ets in the UHECR spetrum are still in agreement with experimental data. Theyorrespond respetively to an agreement with data within 2� and 3� CL.10�6 < j��j < 4 :We also onsider the lines �p = 0 and �� = 0.A �2 strategy would seem most suitable in order to hek di�erent (�p,��) LVmodels against experimental data. Data are taken from [50℄. It is interesting tonotie that there are values of the pair (�p; ��) that provide a better �t of datathan the LI model. In partiular, the minimum of the �2 (�2min = 1:45) ours for(�p; ��) � (2:4� 10�7; 9:5� 10�5), while the �2 assoiated to the LI propagation modelis of the order of 6.8. However, sine we have more parameters available one wouldexpet suh a lowering of the �2 value. Only major progress in both theoretial andexperimental understanding of the UHECR spetrum ould lead to better disriminationbetween LI and LV best-�t models.Using the best �t value of the �2, onstraints at 95% and 99% CL an be plaed,respetively, at �2 > 7:4 and �2 > 10:6 (see [58℄ for further details). The green irlesand blak rosses in Fig. 4 represent points in the parameter spae allowed at 95%and 99% CL respetively. We notie that there is no allowed point in the quadrant(�p < 0; �� > 0). In fat, the reovery feature we found in this region of the parameterspae is so strong that even the smallest values of the LV parameters we onsidered(�p = �10�8; �� = 10�6) produe UHECR spetra inompatible with data.Summarizing, the �nal onstraints implied by UHECR physis are (at 99% CL)� 10�3 . �p . 10�6



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 18�10�3 . �� . 10�1 (�p > 0) (22). 10�6 (�p < 0) :As it an be notied, the onstraint �p & �10�3 is plaed at one of the edges of oursimulation �eld. This is due to the fat that for �p ' �� ' �10�3 protons of energy above1019:85 eV lose energy dramatially in pion prodution, while below this energy they donot e�etively interat with the radiation bakgrounds. The ombination of these twoe�ets yields a GZK-like feature, in statistial agreement with data{. We heked,however, that for more negative values of the LV parameters this e�et happens at toolow energy to be ompatible with data. Hene, this onstraint is robust.7. ConlusionsIn this work we have investigated the onsequenes of relaxing the assumption of Lorentzinvariane in the physis of UHECRs. Motivated by naturalness arguments we fousedon a partiular realisation of LV in whih it is desribed by the addition, in an EFTontext, of mass dimension �ve and six CPT even operators to the Standard ModelLagrangian.A areful analysis of the physis intervening in the propagation of protons withenergy Ep > few � 1019 eV allowed us to identify how LV would modify the arrivingspetrum of UHECRs at Earth. Due to photo-hadroni interations with CMBphotons, the spetrum of UHECRs is expeted to be suppressed above a ertain energy,orresponding to the threshold energy at whih the GZK proess beomes e�etive.The strength of the suppression depends upon physial unertainties about the UHECRsoures, suh as the distane of the losest soure from Earth (beause the mean-free-path of protons for suh a proess is of the order of few Mp). However, we foundthat the e�et of LV is not degenerate with this unertainty, and an give rise to a verydistint signature entirely unexpeted in the LI ase. A detailed observation of the GZKut-o� may therefore, in priniple, be used to probe the presene of LV e�ets at theseenergies, e.g. through the observation of a reovery of the spetrum at high energies.Moreover, we are able to generalize and to strengthen the onstraints on �p and�� ompared to previous works. On the one hand we onsidered the full parameterspae, with only one simplifying assumption, parity, on the LV oeÆients. On theother hand, we plaed robust onstraints, through a areful statistial analysis of theagreement between model expetations and observational data, strengthening by morethan four orders of magnitude previous limits in some regions of the parameter spae.However, this analysis also shows that signi�ant improvements on onstraints ofLV obtained using this method will be possible only when better data beomes available.{ It is interesting to note that the situation in whih both oeÆients are negative and equal is envisagedin other frameworks of LV, suh as [2℄. However, due to renormalization group ow this equality, evenif realized at the QG sale, would not generially hold for UHECR energy sales without an ad hosymmetry or other mehanism to protet it.



Plank-sale Lorentz violation onstrained by Ultra-High-Energy Cosmi Rays 19Improvements on both statistis and energy resolution of data at energies E > 1019:6 eVare de�nitely needed to ahieve this.AknowledgementsLM aknowledges support from SISSA during the early stages of preparation of thiswork.Appendix A. Simple Analyti Form for UHECR Proton AttenuationAssuming that the p interation ours predominantly at the onset of the �-resonane(p ! �+ ! p�0=n�+), whose width is assumed to be �p;, we an write the interationrate given in Eq. (11) ast�1p; = �p; Z Ep;+�p;2�Ep;��p;2� n(E)dE ; (A.1)where Ep; = 310 MeV is the photon threshold energy in the proton rest frameorresponding to the ��resonane, �p; = 100 MeV is the width of the �-resonane,n(E) is the photon number energy distribution and �p; ' 0:5 mb is the interationross setion. Assuming that n(E) orresponds to the CMB spetrum, at a temperatureT = 2:73 K, Eq. (A.1) an be re-written as,t�1p; = �p;n Z x1x0 f(x)dx (A.2)where f(x) = x2=(ex � 1), x0 = Ep;0=(3Ep), x1 = 2Ep;0=(3Ep) = 2x0, and Ep;0 =mpEp;=kT = 1020:6 eV. Sine at threshold Ep;th � mpm�=2E = 1020 eV, at thresholdthe integral probes the x � 10 region. With the inelastiity of these ollisions beingroughly 20%, the orresponding attenuation lengths arelhoriz: = l0[e�x(1� e�x)℄ (A.3)where l0 = 5 Mp, x = Ep;0=3Ep and Ep;0=3 = 1020:53 eV. Equation (A.3) is representedin Fig. A1, where it is ompared to the results of a full numerial omputation of theGZK horizon.Referenes[1℄ V. A. Kosteleky and S. Samuel, Phys. Rev. D 39, 683 (1989).[2℄ J. R. Ellis, N. E. Mavromatos and D. V. Nanopoulos, Phys. Lett. B 665, 412 (2008)[arXiv:0804.3566 [hep-th℄℄.[3℄ P. Horava, arXiv:0901.3775 [hep-th℄.[4℄ R. Gambini and J. Pullin, Phys. Rev. D 59, 124021 (1999).[5℄ C. Rovelli and S. Speziale, Phys. Rev. D 67, 064019 (2003) [arXiv:gr-q/0205108℄.[6℄ J. Alfaro and G. Palma, Phys. Rev. D 67 (2003) 083003 [arXiv:hep-th/0208193℄.[7℄ S. M. Carroll, J. A. Harvey, V. A. Kosteleky, C. D. Lane and T. Okamoto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87,141601 (2001).
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